Commercial Touring Exhibition Companies

The Exhibitions Agency (UK)  
http://www.exhibitionsagency.com
The Exhibitions Agency team has experience across the arts and science fields of the museum and heritage sector. They have developed affiliate relationships with museum exhibition agents and promoters in several territories allowing coverage of the global museum marketplace.

Nomad (UK)  
http://www.nomadexhibitions.com
Nomad Exhibitions are innovative creators and producers of international museum quality touring exhibitions. They specialise in the design, production, and management of high profile, object rich, content driven temporary exhibitions.
They offer a portfolio of exhibitions available for hire, designed to facilitate effective international collaborations between cultural institutions. Their projects provide exhibition organisers and museum professionals with a tailored turnkey exhibition experience, and offer worldwide audiences the best visitor experiences with access to outstanding world culture, art, architecture and history collections.

Vastari Travelling Exhibitions Network (UK)  
http://vten.vastari.com
A temporary exhibition database, with up-to-date information about available exhibitions around the world. Since the launch in October 2014, over 80 exhibitions are already available, marketed to almost 2000 curators and exhibition managers from museums. 6 tours have been organised and new conversations are struck up every day.

EMS Exhibits (Austria)  
http://www.ems-entertainment.com
EMS Entertainment is a producer of exhibitions developing, building and promoting themed blockbuster exhibits for museums, theme parks, shopping malls, entertainment groups and independent promoters. EMS Exhibits’ productions are currently touring in four continents and attract several million visitors every year.

Partner Culture + Projects (Austria)  
http://www.partner-cp.com
Experienced in exhibition creation and touring, offering bespoke and turn-key packages.

Tempora (Belgium)  
http://tempora-expo.be
Tempora is the Belgian specialist in the field of design, realisation, promotion and management of exhibitions with broad cultural as well as historical or scientific themes.
United Exhibits Group (Denmark)
http://www.unitedexhibits.com
Develops international touring exhibitions on art, cultural history, and science exhibitions in collaboration with major museums, recognised designers, and highly qualified scientists.

AWC (Germany)
http://www.awc-ag.de
AWC's mission is to establish itself as a leading operator, promoter and developer of touring exhibitions and content for location-based entertainment. Coming from all sectors of the international entertainment industry, they are able to meet every challenge with the best possible solution.

SC Exhibitions (Germany)
http://www.sc-exhibitions.com
A division of the German culture and events promoter Semmel Concerts. They are one of the leading promoters and producers in Germany, and growing internationally.

Expona (Italy)
http://www.expona.net
Expona is a network for touring, developing and co-producing exhibitions. They are a partner of museums, science and exhibition centres for the realisation of successful temporary exhibitions and manage profit and non-profit projects.

The Art Company (Italy)
http://www.theartcompany.it
The Art Company brings works by the greatest masters to a worldwide audience. They provide solutions tailored to meet the customer’s needs, maximum flexibility and quick turnaround times. Areas of expertise range from a simple rental of works to the complete management of an exhibition.

World Exhibitions Group (Italy)
http://www.worldexhibitionsgroup.com
World Exhibitions Group is a company that produces and creates touring exhibitions. Their objective is to create platforms for storytellers, creating unforgettable experiences to the public, helping them to see and learn more, be inspired and to engage in an educational and entertaining experience (Edutainment).

Brand New Expo (Netherlands)
http://www.brandnewexpo.com
Focussed on touring exhibitions across Europe.
Terminal 2 (Netherlands)
http://www.terminal2.nl
Terminal 2 creates, produces and distributes world-class touring exhibitions and offers turn-key solutions.

Musealia (Spain)
http://www.musealia.net
Musealia, based in Spain, is dedicated to creating and managing touring exhibitions for museums and similar venues worldwide. They create special exhibitions that are fascinating and emotionally interactive.

Spacio Natura (Spain)
http://www.spacionaturaexpo.com
Spacio Natura is dedicated to the organisation of cultural exhibitions throughout Spain and Europe. They have over 10 years of experience organising major events of cultural, artistic and sporting nature. Spacio Natura specialises in events aimed at the family audience, proposals for children and adults that combine leisure with educational content.

Istanbul Entertainment Group (IEG) (Turkey)
IEG, under the roof of IEG Family, performs national and international projects, focusing on cultural activities and entertainment management worldwide. IEG also organizes variety of exhibitions and consults many corporations and museums in Turkey. IEG also owns and manages Turkey’s one of the largest privately owned museum: Uniq Museum.

Imagine Exhibitions (USA)
http://www.imagineexhibitions.com
Imagine Exhibitions is the global resource for all aspects of exhibitions and attractions. From design to creation, placement to presentation, marketing and operations, Imagine has the experience and inspiration to bring the best possible experience to any venue.

PCE Global (USA)
http://www.pceglobal.com
PCE Global is a provider of touring exhibitions services for exhibition owners, museums, venues, promoters and affiliated parties.

Premiere Exhibitions (USA)
http://www.premiereexhibitions.com
A leading provider of museum-quality exhibitions throughout the world and a recognised leader in developing and displaying unique exhibitions for education and entertainment.
X3 Productions (Canada)
http://www.x3productions.ca
X3 Productions is an exhibition creator composed of a multidisciplinary team of experts with extensive museum experience. They deliver museum-quality touring exhibitions destined for world-class institutions. X3 Productions’ work approach allows their numerous experts to share experiences and develop exhibition concepts, strategies and content as one.

Flying Fish (Australia)
http://flyingfishexhibits.com
Flying Fish provides a comprehensive consulting, sales & marketing, and operational management service to the touring exhibition industry, both within Australia and around the world. They work for museums, science centres, travelling exhibition companies, and entertainment promoters.

Grande Exhibitions (Australia)
http://www.grandeexhibitions.com
Grande Exhibitions specialises in the creation design, production, commercialisation and placement of select international touring exhibitions and fixed exhibition projects that have broad cultural appeal. They take appealing concepts or raw exhibitions with timeless brand appeal, and transform them into visually and technically dynamic exhibits ready to tour internationally. Grande Exhibitions also operates the Museo Leonardo da Vinci at Piazza del Popolo in Rome, Italy.

International Entertainment Consulting (iEC) (Australia)
http://iecons.com.au
iEC are innovators of premier touring exhibitions worldwide. They produce original and innovative exhibitions combined with turn-key touring solutions and logistics.

Blue Dragon Art Company (Taiwan)
http://www.bluedragonart.com.tw/?lang=en_us
Produces and tours international exhibitions.

Aurea Exhibitions (Argentina)
http://www.aureaexhibitions.com
Aurea Exhibitions creates and designs touring exhibitions, producing and presenting them in venues, covering every cultural, educational and technical detail, providing marketing support, as well as logistics and operation guidelines. We adapt exhibitions according to the promoter’s needs, venue size and budgets. With 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry, Aurea promote, book and produce live events, and we organise tours with international artists and exhibitions worldwide.

Great World Exhibitions (South Africa)
http://greatworld.co.za
Great World Exhibitions is South Africa’s leading promoter and presenter of internationally acclaimed exhibitions. Their objectives are to entertain, educate and inspire South Africans, which they achieve by showcasing the most exceptional and innovative exhibitions that captivate audiences all over the world.